
Invitation: 
Digital Tools to Foster Computational

Thinking - the <colette/> Teacher Conference
16th-18th July 2023 

 
Johannes Kepler University (JKU)

Altenbergerstraße 69
4040 Linz/Austria

Computational Thinking Learning
Environment for Teachers in Europe



Scope of the teacher conference
This conference provides a space for in-service
teachers from schools in Europe to network, to
share their experiences, and gain insights into

new ways of working with digital tools that foster
students’ computational thinking (CT) skills in

their classrooms
 

What is <colette/>?
This teacher conference on Computational

Thinking (CT), targeting in-service and pre-service
educators all over Europe, will introduce teachers

to a newly developed mobile educational
application, promoting CT skills, called

<colette/>. 
 
 

Further information about the <colette/> project:
 
 
 
 

Computational Thinking Learning
Environment for Teachers in Europe



 

Agenda: 16th-18th July 2023
 

 Sunday, July 16th, 2023 (start 3 pm). International teachers arrive on Sunday for a
welcome gathering, ice-breaking activities, a  welcome speech, and a keynote on

digital tools and computational thinking.
 

Monday, July 17th, 2023 (all day: start 9am). On Monday, we start with a keynote to
introduce digital tools in the classroom with the project <colette/> as an example.

Then we continue with teacher presentations where teachers tell their experiences
with digital tools, followed by parallel sessions of CT workshops

 
Tuesday, July 18th, 2023 (9-12am; optional all day). On Tuesday, we continue with

<colette/> workshops until noon. Extra social events are provided for those
participants who are able to stay longer (guided city tour, MCM trail, JKU campus

tour, social evening)
 

Venue: 
Johannes Kepler University, Altenbergerstraße 69, 4040 Linz

 
Costs: 

80% of  the travel costs and 100% of the accommodation costs in Julius-Raabheim
are covered by the project (2 nights) for in-service teachers from Austria,

Germany, France, Slovakia, and the Netherlands
 

Stay overnight?
Those arriving from abroad can book a room in the Julius Raab-Heim (Sunday-

Wednesday). Rooms are reserved for conference participants. An additional night
until Wednesday is also possible. More detailed information about accommodation

will follow in May 2023.
 

Contact:
eva.schmidthaler@jku.at

zsolt.lavicza@jku.at

 
 



Are you interested in visiting Linz and
attending the first <colette/> teacher

conference?
 
 

Please log in and register for the conference!
 

Registration: 
https://forms.gle/zsAK3zV6B4sffoaj6

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Computational Thinking Learning
Environment for Teachers in Europe

https://forms.gle/zsAK3zV6B4sffoaj6

